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“In MSDgen, how can I turn the logging of the GHS classification process on and off at both the 
system and material levels?”  

MSDgen features a “GHS Logging” setting that allows the user to turn the logging of the GHS 
classification process on and off at both the system and material levels.  For existing clients, the GHS 
logging is initially turned on system wide to preserve the current behavior of logging the GHS 
classification process for all materials. 

However, turning the GHS logging off at the system level, and only turning it on when needed at the 
material level (as shown in the screenshots below), should improve the performance of the GHS 
classification process, especially during Ariel post processing.  If it is turned off for all or most materials at 
any one time, the improvement should be significant even for the few materials for which it is turned on 
and vice versa. 

When the GHS logging is turned off and a GHS assessment log is generated, the log is blank except for a 
statement indicating that the setting is off.  The user can turn the GHS logging back on for the material in 
question and rerun the GHS classification process if they would like to view the GHS assessment logs.  It 
would be best practice to turn GHS logging back off and rerun the GHS classification process when 
finished in order to keep the amount of logged GHS information at any one time to a minimum. 

Previously logged GHS information is deleted for the material(s) being classified the first time the GHS 
classification process is run after the GHS logging has been turned off.  Therefore, when there has been 
a lot of GHS logging and then it is turned off, performance may not seem to improve much until the 
majority of the previously logged GHS information has been deleted, especially for Ariel post processing, 
since it processes all materials and, in this case, deletes their logged GHS information individually. 

If a user wishes to avoid the poor performance of these initial deletions the first time they run Ariel post 
processing after having turned the GHS logging off system wide, they should let their account manager(s) 
know that they would like to have the previously logged GHS information truncated beforehand.  Even if 
they don’t do this, the performance should improve significantly the next time. 

Turning the GHS logging off will also significantly decrease the size of the MSDgen database, because 
the amount of information logged by the GHS classification process is astounding when turned on for all 
materials.  This is apparent in that the most complete of the GHS assessment logs generally runs to well 
over a hundred pages for each material when the GHS logging is turned on. 

 


